COMPLETION OF FORMATIVE TASK/S
(formative tasks help toward preparation for the module assignment/assessment)

FEEDBACK ON COMPLETED FORMATIVE TASKS

NON-SUBMISSION OF ASSIGNMENT BY DUE DATE

SUBMISSION OF COMPLETED ASSIGNMENT BY DUE DATE

ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
(you will normally receive feedback within 3 weeks of submission date)

MAJOR AMENDMENTS
Significant problems in one or more areas, requiring substantial revision to bring the work up to doctoral standard
(Revisions to be completed within up to 8 weeks)
Major amendments will normally take the form of:
(i) omissions and improvements which materially alter the conclusions and
(ii) improvements which require a major reorganisation of the work.
(iii) Piece of work is not remediable, new piece of work to be submitted.

MINOR AMENDMENTS
Minor, easily managed revisions are required to bring the work up to doctoral standard.
(Revisions to be completed within up to 4 weeks)
Minor amendments may take the form of:
(i) the correction of typographical, spelling and grammatical errors and
(ii) omissions, and improvements to the argument which do not materially alter the conclusions

PASS
Doctoral standard has been achieved for all assessed criteria

FAIL
Doctoral standard has NOT been achieved.

SUBMISSION OF COMPLETED ASSIGNMENT BY DUE DATE

Non-submission

Re-assessment

Re-submission (up to 8-weeks)

FAIL
Doctoral standard has NOT been achieved.

PASS
Doctoral standard has been achieved for all assessed criteria

RECOMMENDED TO BOARD OF EXAMINERS